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earables and other mobile technologies

endpoint would bring a whole new level of credibility

are increasingly recognized as drivers

to the field. The big breakthrough in validation could

of democratization and diversification

come from trials for respiratory and cardiovascular

in clinical trials. With decentralized

disease, suggests Marie McCarthy, senior director,

trials now moving into a validation phase, trial sponsors

product innovation at ICON.

and contract research organizations (CROs) need to

For example, Bellerophon Therapeutics has secured

consider the practical challenges of how mobile tools

agreement from the US Food and Drug Administration

can be optimized, in what settings, in which particular

to use moderate to vigorous physical activity, measured

patients and to what purpose.

via a wrist-worn tri-axial accelerometer, as the primary

As the use of devices in studies becomes more

approval endpoint for a Phase III trial of its INOpulse

commonplace and reaches maturity, questions still

treatment for pulmonary hypertension associated with

remain as to the value and acceptance of the data

pulmonary fibrosis. Transitioning this to a label claim

from these technologies. The prospect of regulatory

would be a “huge” leap forward, McCarthy notes.

approval for a labeling claim based on a digital
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Another area of keen interest is diseases of the
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central nervous system (CNS), where technologies such

function that feeds into endpoint design, and facilitates

as virtual reality (e.g., the gameChange trial) or sensors

an easier transition to a digital endpoint, McCarthy

to track changes in movement may be particularly

observes. In the CNS field, though, “it can be more

beneficial. In 2019, the European Medicines Agency

difficult to determine drug efficacy.”

qualified a digital endpoint for a late-phase clinical

Parameters such as motor movement and gait change

trial in boys with Duchenne muscular dystrophy, using

are highly significant in conditions such as Parkinson’s

wearable sensors.

disease. Nonetheless, it can be “difficult to consistently

Just from a convenience perspective, “if the boys go

measure those in the clinical setting, because a lot of

about their daily lives wearing a sensor around their

the nuances of these changes are sporadic,” McCarthy

ankles, they don’t have to come in for a six-minute

adds. Although there is significant value in digitizing

walk test in the clinic,” McCarthy points out. It is also

these endpoints for assessment in the home setting,

hoped this ambulatory endpoint, generated from a

there are still difficulties associated with measuring

continuous data stream, would better reflect drug

these data in an uncontrolled environment.

efficacy than a snapshot in clinic assessment. It might
also apply to many other diseases in which the six-

Operationalizing The Technology

minute walk is a standard assessment tool.

Along with validating mobile technology for use in

There has been a lot of interest in the cardiovascular-

clinical trials comes the need to operationalize that

disease area, as there is a “vast quantity” of existing

technology in ways that relate both to planned study

information about exercise capacity and physical

outcomes and basic patient needs. This is particularly
important as we transition to decentralised trials in
the home setting.
In supporting these studies, we not only need to
consider novel digital endpoints, but also to change
the mode of assessment. So, instead of taking blood
pressure or weight using analogue devices in a clinic,
we can use connected digital-health technologies in
the home setting. Provided the device is robust and
reliable, the transition is relatively straightforward.
While it is possible to capture data remotely in the
home setting, it may be advisable to use a telehealth
visit when conducting the assessment, to ensure the
data is consistent, reliable and robust. For example,
a site team conducting a spirometry assessment can
support and observe the patient, ensuring there is an
appropriate mouth seal and that the device is used
correctly.
In applying this direct-to-patient approach, with
the remote capture of physiological data, it is
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important to have an active

of an end-to-end strategy

strategy for supporting at-

that starts with selecting and

home intervention to facilitate

validating meaningful endpoints

and standardize data capture.

obtainable through wearables

Where possible, this would be

and mobile devices.

a single point of engagement
using a study app. However,

Early Engagement

this approach is not always

McCarthy also underlines the

appropriate or desirable, and

importance of early engage-

more innovative strategies are

ment on these issues with trial

required.

sponsors – as much as 12 to 18

ICON, for example, already

months before a study launch-

works with devices that use

es. Specialist providers such as

mobile hubs to gather data

“McCarthy also

ICON can offer a broad range of

consistently and reliably. This

underlines the

services to address fundamen-

approach has significant value

importance of early

tal gaps in sensitivity to patient

when utilising a number of de-

engagement on these

vices, or devices that generate
vast quantities of data, in that
it avoids loading costs onto the

issues with trial sponsors
– as much as 12 to 18

experience during clinical trials.
“We know, our clients know,
and the regulators know that,
particularly for rare diseases

patient’s own digital or mobile

months before a study

and CNS studies, sometimes

plan under a bring-your-own-

launches.”

the current assessments are not

device (BYOD) strategy. There

always as sensitive as required,”

is also leeway to use a “slave”

she comments.

device that manages the data capture from a single
location.

The point of departure is really gathering patient
insights: “actually talking to patients about what is

To reduce patient burden and keep patients engaged,

meaningful to them,” McCarthy stresses. This might be

“we can deliver the devices to the home”, McCarthy

how fast or far a patient can walk, how tired walking

adds. “And then we have specialist teams at ICON that

makes them, or whether they are afraid of falling. ICON

can call the patient if we’re not getting data from the

can then work with the sponsor on selecting the right

devices, to see whether there is a technical issue and

mobile device(s) to deliver those outcomes.

to provide support.”

It can also run short feasibility studies, with a small

Another practical consideration is whether the device

population, to check whether patients are using

gathers data passively (e.g., through an Apple Watch

the selected devices effectively in their homes, and

or biosensor), in the course of normal daily activities,

whether the devices are delivering desired signals and

or actively assesses a specific task or change in

data correlations. These are early steps toward building

movement, such as tremor in Parkinson’s. All of these

a scientific dossier that will support the endpoints

considerations require decisions within the framework

chosen for the trial protocol.
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The precise nature of this early engagement depends
on the novelty of the device(s) and the endpoint(s) of

suring valid data sets and dealing with missing data
are challenging, she cautions.

interest. It should also include regulators. In general,

Early engagement with the operational team is also

regulators are “very positive” about mobile-device

imperative. For example, do the selected devices

use in trials, McCarthy notes. “But you can’t just make

have the appropriate certifications, licences and

your submission with new technology and not have

registrations to be used in a global study? “So, they’ve

discussed the digital strategy with them.”

picked a device, and then they try to import it into,

Regulators may want to be reassured about the

say, Japan,” McCarthy elaborates. “But they haven’t

reliability and consistency of a device, whether it

confirmed that the medical device has been registered

has been used to support the selected endpoint in

with the Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency

another study, or whether the sponsor has shown that

(PMDA). This can impact the availability of the device,

parameters measured by the device are relevant and

or there may be significant delays that impact the

meaningful to the patient.

study start.”
The way to avoid these hitches is stakeholder

Internal Resistance

mapping, qualitative questionnaires, and “really

Something else that may need attention is the potential

bringing people on that journey with you,” she adds.

for internal resistance within sponsor organizations

This may be something as elementary yet easily

over use of mobile technology in trials. ICON addresses

overlooked as making sure a power strip and charging

this challenge through a stakeholder-mapping exercise

cables are included when devices are shipped to

for sponsors.

patients’ homes.

As more and more digital
teams are created, there is a

Data Management

danger that these teams will be-

“One more significant

come siloed, identifying digital

challenge in

in operationalizing device use

solutions without considering

operationalizing device

in clinical trials is data man-

the impact on the wider organization. It is equally important
to start early engagement with

use in clinical trials is
data management.”

One more significant challenge

agement. “There is so much
data,” McCarthy points out.
“You’re potentially digitizing

internal stakeholders, and to

into milliseconds somebody’s

ensure that data management

entire day. So how do you find

and the biostatistics team are

that exact relevance within the

involved in discussions about

digitization?”

digital endpoints.

With something like a blood-

The way a statistical-analysis

pressure cuff or spirometer, the

plan is designed for a decen-

digital data “is not dissimilar to

tralized trial is “very different,”

the traditional analogue data:

McCarthy says. Understanding

it’s very simply, discrete data

continuous data streams, en-

points,” McCarthy comments.
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The more complex, higher-

ensure that measurements and

granularity data comes from

outputs translate seamlessly

continuous-monitoring devices

from paper to digital. “It needs

such as accelerometers.

to be tested and validated,”

Most of the time, trial sponsors

she comments. “But I think the

get high-level data, which the

industry is now comfortable

device vendor has already

with a BYOD approach.”

run through its own validated
algorithms. Until recently, trial

Putting It Into Practice

sponsors tended to be happy

Using mobile devices in trials is

with measurements such as

a technology-driven landscape

number of steps taken per day,

that promises to revolutionize

while device vendors stored

clinical research at multiple

raw data in the cloud. Now,
though, ICON is seeing a trend
toward more granular datasets
and algorithm development to

“Using mobile devices
in trials is a technologydriven landscape

levels, whether by facilitating
participation, diversifying the
patient base, enhancing costeffectiveness, or creating novel

support novel digital endpoints

that promises to

endpoints based on deeper

and biomarkers. “They know

revolutionize clinical

insights into patient-oriented

that potentially there are other

research at multiple

treatment goals.

signals in that data,” McCarthy

levels.”

notes.

In the white heat of technology,
though, one needs to bear in

Four or five years ago,

mind that new digital tools also

managing this type of data was

require a firm grasp of practical

comparable to running statistics before the advent of

realities. Many patients remain reluctant to engage

Excel spreadsheets, McCarthy adds. Along with growing

in clinical trials. The ability to integrate studies more

appetite for more granular data, the tools to analyze

seamlessly into their daily lives may help to change

that data are becoming more readily available. “That

their minds.

is the next wave,” she says.

That will not happen, though, unless the industry

Digitizing what was once paper-based data collection,

understand that operationalizing the technology, and

putting it in the hands of patients, and personalizing

dealing well in advance of launch with the practical

the process even further through BYOD strategies,

implications of device use, are as fundamental to

inevitably raises questions about data consistency and

decentralizing and innovating clinical trials as the

equivalence. As McCarthy points out, though, a lot of

ingenious new devices that make those advances

equivalence testing has already been conducted to

possible.
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ICON plc is a global provider of outsourced drug and device development and commercialisation
services to pharmaceutical, biotechnology, medical device and government and public health
organisations. The company specialises in the strategic development, management and
analysis of programs that support clinical development - from compound selection to Phase
I-IV clinical studies. With headquarters in Dublin, Ireland, ICON employed approximately
15,730 employees in 93 locations in 41 countries as at December 31, 2020.

For more information, please visit: ICONplc.com/decentralised
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